
Dear Dick, 	 09/75 
I write this instead of phoaing the auaanotion because while I am willing to use ay phone when it is necessary and openly enough, as the tapes I'll bring you will Mow. I also believe in prudsnoe if conditions pereit it. 
I bad McDonald interviewed by an old friend of nine yesterday. He left for NYC yesterday alas, with plans for returning to Li Wednesday. Be was quite open about the beg deal he has pending with Crave, expects it to go through without a hitch, and general spoke of it as a sure thing. 	- 
Me (meldr of course, be taking this extra time for a sort of 	But that is not the Only possibility. 

It is anything but certain that semeinaii out to hurt Barney beast. It *swim is a 4untifisd suipioion. I don't think the'chance is worth risking. So, 	proceed/A& on the , preinaptiOnefpoossibility retherlhan making as judgment. An obvious and I' think the only real alternative is rank itemercialimation, 
It occurs to as .. and this is the major purpose of my,writingyon-. that Monet or someone else working tor hie sayimndoeteweat to be in on a discussion I tht0c Ce should have Mendatnight. I think there, sheeld be sees ProPeritiee for the Mehiar sectingand ^brat If possible it sight ws12 bs postpenoltatil Tuesday to permit more careful preparations for 	to reach a deo/aloe on the book, ehloh is a poorly, prevaredoeopleta freadcliet tospermitalitterdAtermiaition of ehatevereetiviOkma the effort to 'its A treed off Mewls. 	 - 
Bearing on Grove as en intended target is its selection for a book that was not prepared until last month. AjUjXgreet book than one completed. 
If you listen to the conwereatione I've taped en this (all with permission and the omission on the tapes) as of this early morning it is close to **hours. There ma he more. 
To gm you an am of the Utensil* obeoldAg Pm done, is a fall :and hard day Ism read only SO pages. As I oeme to something I Can do on *honking I do it. I'll have read the entire thing and marked it up b the end of today, *sierra Zr ootOtt to Washington the got the final hok  mid rein*, papers/ which are heie& ?M 	.`I'll. have then Yea& end With ,ms sheik I go* ,tom: 	Ma. areibs Sr*'400401.4- 4kkalctigg 	 year brinsip • . 	. 	, Wren Chat „km* Soho Stark yes lioDosaWs agent -.tPY :3/10/75•Hour . mach Outlay XhateeeliaiefliPeethlklinitbenogtobdomamineitiononishetweenjohnbehetedag eel same* an aCOO'Shost and a now and contradietary book. Mere I think it might be war* your recalling our common history with John. And once be became ay agent all ay deals tell, apart. I never even gat account nee for the snood Dell des1 that all be had to do was sign. Dell had come to me long before I knee of hula. Jot only that but we made a deal with them for Oswald in New Orleans and John never got a contract signed. This cost as $35,000. %leis not intended as a statement of fort in the form at conoluaions but it is intended as a simple statement of certain facto that can be given meaning whether °r not the seaming is justified. 
I think it not unlikely that the first and completed book was Alma to John and that he bee reed it end whet was sent me, which is more than (and other than) in outline end oontradiatery to the first one.  
As late as yesterday NOonald was saying he interviewed the alleged assassin in Canada whereas the outline says Spain. Knob of this. 
Whatever you decide, at the least I think Monday should open in a reamer that permits a better epees as to what lies behind this freed. If you have nobody else there Sunday please think this over before I Set there and with,e1I we'll have to discuss let us not forget the approach. Of the top of the head I'd suggest letting them give explanations not in the book and some of tne alleged proofs. McDonald is both eays on having a signed confession, for 100f0101= ezemple. Whether or not 



there is one is immaterial bemoan, it has to be a fake. But it is not unreasonable 
to ask for the proof,' prosised, it would be normal business foresight to to this, 
and other Resset/Orove interents are served by having them. The outline refers to 
photostaW 

Mobonsid claimed yesterday that Time in not only onto bin "story" but meat 
someone from TIC to IA to interview him last week. 

A simple way of handling this is for someone to say that you have had me 
read the that I am intrigued by it but recommend that because people can claim 
there is reference to them in it you require proofs. As I read noted one soak 
person and he would be likssly to sue. 

I any have es much as 200 pages with me besides what lints sent. 
On the ohm* of an effort to hurt lhoont on having farther ebecideg acne. 

It probably will not be dame by the time I Iseve 	inelales a former 
McDonald business partner and possible a brother, a rooter Catholic priest. 

The tieing of this Versioui coincide* with sees official need*. Amateurs Isitohed 
in and provided sons. Disk Ornery end the self.Peeeitere around hint  as the &sake.• 
feller airport makes clam (I tried eneacoessfully to prevent this, from the :inn.) 

The outline abounds in bait. And CIA and aosassieatione and the .117C assassination 
are eterrently quite topidal, as they-more prior to 3/I 

At the time of the grove Wads* I wee -aortas of CIA invniteennt. act X now 
recall at least through the **plosives and the training of those who used thea, 
coincided not only with the Oho Ousesra book but also with their distribution of 
Oswald in New Orleans. However, ellen I could not then getthrough to anyone who 
oared let this go. I may or eel not be able to retrieve that Information I then 
had. 

I suggested that you tape the meting on the ground that you have to gine 
kind of complicated, technical material sore thought. If because this is Out of its 
ordinary you went to address that. one possibility  eeelLi be ter you to  egir that 
beassee you have to give legal advice you want to listen to it all quietly and 4011*. 

publishing it would karat .00010 riata .410 call. This • is Ow that use 
and Canoe. lkovs then 


